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Question: What can AI do to help the 

government design, implement and evaluate 

research and innovation policies? How to avoid 

AI generated pitfalls?

➢ Answer: AI can do a lot, in a framework of 

human-machine collaboration. 

Intelcomp has opened several veins, they now 

need to be exploited!



Structure of the presentation
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1. Context: Why using AI for informing policy 

making?

2. What AI can do.

3. Use cases in research and innovation policy 

making.

4. Conclusion: The road ahead.



Why using AI? The Demand side
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Demand side:

- Growing size and complexity of S&T activity
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Why using AI? The Demand side
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Demand side:

- Growing size and complexity of S&T activity

- Growing size and role of government vs markets: 

requires more information processing (green, 

aging, security etc.).

- Current STI policy frameworks (societal 

challenges, systems innovation, support to 

entrepreneurship etc.) involve many actors, have 

multifaceted goals, hence high information 

requirements

=> Policymakers need more information: more 

granular, connected and dynamic, and more 

elaborated.



Why using AI? The Supply side
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- More data is available for processing: 

vast amounts of information are digitised

and accessible online – and offline; digital 

communication.

- Machine Learning techniques have 

made huge progress over the past 

decade: notably CNN and computer 

vision (2012); transformers and Natural 

Language Processing (2018); LLMs and 

generative AI (2022). 



AI: The main capabilities
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- Quantitative analysis: cleaning and analysing

vast amounts of quantitative data => classifying 

entities, connecting entities, finding patterns.

- Natural Language Processing and text analysis: 

retrieve specific information from vast corpuses of 

texts, detect anomalies; summarise documents, 

sets of documents; connect documents 

(compare, classify, merge, adapt).

- Generative: text, graphs, images, strategies 

(patterns) => react to “prompts” by collecting 

and synthetizing vast amounts of information.



AI: The main capabilities
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Similar capacities as humans, BUT, 

PROS CONS

1. Can process vast 

amounts of data 

in multiple 

languages; 

2. Much cheaper 

to run => used 

more often.

1. Hallucinations; 

2. Mistakes and biases 

due to the training set; 

3. Lack of explanability;

4. Difficulty to extrapolate 

outside the training set 

(“Out Of Distribution”).



The STI Policy Cycle
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Agenda Setting
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Establishing diagnosis: identifying 

problems, mapping issues and actors



Scientific publications in sub-fields of cancer research and 
European funding
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Formulation/ decision making
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What are others doing?



An intelligent search engine: SAI
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https://huggingface.co/spaces/mila-quebec/SAI

https://huggingface.co/spaces/mila-quebec/SAI


Formulation/ decision making
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What are others doing?

=> SAI is a “RAG” (retrieval augmented 

system), trained exclusively on safe and 

high quality material (OECD documents)



Formulation/ decision making
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What are others doing?

What should I do?



Uses
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Formulation/ decision making
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What should I do?

Generative AI is used to help drafting Policy Briefings: 

locate and retrieve data - statistics and text 

(multilingual literature) ; the LLM/Generative system 

can suggest a storyline or bullet points. 

- can address unusual issues, escaping usual 

classifications

- can be made more articulated by challenging the 

LLM’s responses on a conversation mode, requesting 

evidence, chain of reasoning, furthering ideas etc.

- can be personalised to a targeted audience (specific 

concerns, level of familiarity with the domain etc.); 



Implementation
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Screening submissions to funding agencies 

• conformity to the goals of the program;

• originality.



Evaluation: Mapping Impact Pathways
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Evaluation: Mapping Impact Pathways
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AI helps in 

- identifying individual outputs, outcomes, 

impacts (classifiers, name entity 

recognition etc.);

- connecting them to constitute the entire 

pathway;

- evaluating the products (relevance, 

orginality).



Conclusions
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Enormous opportunities… but there remains problems to 

be addressed: biases (due to data); hallucinations (due 

to techniques); explanability ; lack of understanding 

(OOD issue).

=> Current efforts aim to mitigate these problems

=> Need the “human in the loop” to challenge the 

system, to experiment and to learn and improve 

queries and responses (“chain of thought”) 

=> Must trace sources as much as possible

Basic choices should be made by Humans having a 

democratic mandate: The future is with human-

machine collaboration rather than pure ML systems

=> It’s time for European policymakers to invest in 

these now tools!



Chat GPT’s view
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Question: What can AI do to support innovation 

policy making?

Answer: “It's important to note that while generative 

AI offers valuable capabilities, ethical considerations, 

transparency, and human oversight are essential in 

the development and deployment of AI in 

policymaking to ensure responsible and accountable 

decision-making. Additionally, engaging with diverse 

stakeholders, including the public, in the design and 

implementation of AI-driven policies is crucial for 

legitimacy and effectiveness.”
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